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Let k[G] be the group ring of a finitegroup G with a coefficient field k. Assume that

the characteristic of k does not divide the order of G. Let H be a subgroup of G, A the cen-

tralizerof k[ H] in k[G ] and D the double centralizer of k[ H] in k[G]. The purpose of this

paper is to prove that k[G ]is an //-separable extension of D. For this,a unit in the center

C of k[G ]plays a fundamental role (Lemma 1).Besides, we can prove the well known facts

that k[G ]is (finitelygenerated) projective over C and k[ G] is a central separable algebra

over C, explicitely, by use of this unit.

Denote by gx and cxthe number and the sum of elements in the conjugate class of G con-

taininsrthe element x of G. resoectivelv.

Lemma 1. u=HCx (l/gx)cxcx-iis a unit in C.

Proof. We firstprove that {{l/gx)cx} and {cx-i} form a dual base of C over k. Let

cycx=TiCzczazxwhere an are integers. This means that each Zk {l^kkSgz) conjugated to z,

appears in cycx aa times, that is, for fixed k, the number of pairs (i,j) such that

yiXj=zk(l^i^gy, lt^jSgx) is equal to a^. So, the number of terms xf1=z^1yi(t^j^gx) is

azxgzin cz-icyand cz-icy= Kflafl^/skK-H . This proves that ((1/^)^-1)^=2^-1^

(0-/dx)Cx-i)or equivalently {(l/gx)cx] and {cx-i} form a dual base of C over k. Now C is a

separable ^-algebra in the sense of that, for any field extension L of k, CL is a semisimple

L-algebra. Then u = Y,Ct(l/gx)cxcx-iis a unit in C by Theorem 71. 6 in [2] p.482.

Let v be the inverse of u in C. uv=l.

Corollary 2. SCx(l/gx)cx(g)cx-ivis a separabilityidempotent in CRkC

Proof. It is clear that c(E (l/gx)cx^>cx-xv)―(Z(l/gx)cx0cx-iv)cfor any ceC and

Il(l/gx)cxcx-w=l.

Let p be the map ofk[G]to C defined hyp (a)=(l/n) T,xeGxax~1foraek[G], where n

is the order of G. The map p is the projection of k[ G ] to C. Then j>is an element of

Homc(klG], C) which has a left&[Gl-module structurein the usual way.
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Corollary 3. {x-p} and {x~xv)(xeG) form a protectivebase of k[ G] over C.

Proof. For the identity1 of G, we have

£*ec(x-p)(l)x~1v=TlxeGp(x)x'1v=J:xsG(l/g^rt^, (l/gx)cxcx-w=l.

Now, for any y e G, we have

TlxsG(x-p){y)x~lv=TixeGp{yx)x~h=i:XEGp{yx){yx)~1vy^y.

Now considerthe two-sided k[G ]-module k[G ]R ck[G ].Then, for each xeG, the ele-

ment (1/m) Hyecy^xy'1 is in

(k[G]Rck[G])l*G]={J;ek[G]<8)ck[G]＼aZ=:Za, for aliaek[G]}.

Therefore the map fx for xeG, which assigns to each aek[G] the element ({IIn)IiyeGy

Rxy~l)a definesa two-sided &[G]-homomorphism of k[G] to k[G]Rck[G]. The map lx

for xeG, which assigns to S,-a,-R6(-in ^[G]RC^[G] S,^^""1^ in &[G], is a two-sided

k[G]-homomorphism of ^[GJ^c^tG] to k[G]. Then it is easily verifiedthat SjeG/x°4

is the identity map of k[G]Rrk[G]. Thus we have proved the following corollary.

Corollary 4. k [G ]R ck[G ] is a two-sided k[G ]-dired summand of the direct sum of

n-copies of k[G].

If this is the case, then it holds that k[G]Rck[G]=Honic(k[G], k[G]) and k[G]is C-

finitelygenerated projective, see [3] p. 112. Therefore k[G] is a central separable C-

algebra by Theorem 2.1 [1].

Let if be a subgroup of G and G=£'=1 y{H a coset decomposition of G by H. Denote

by hx and dx the number and the sum of elements in the if-conjugate class of G containing

the element x of G, respectively. Let A be the centralizer of k[H] in k[G ].Then ＼dx)is a k-

base of A. By the same way as in Lemma 1, it can be verified that {{l/hx)dx} and {dx-i}

form a dual base of A over k. Let q be the map of A to C defined by q(a)=(l/r) S,-yiayf1,

aeA. It can be shown that q does not depend on the choice of yu and q is the projection of A

toC.

Proposition 5. {(l/hx)dx-q) and {dx-w} form a projective base of A over C.

PROOF. If we notice that q(dx)=(hx/gx)cx, the calculation is similar to the proof in Cor-

ollary 3 and we shall omit it.

Let D be the centralizer of A in k[G ].Then DDk[H] and the centralizer of D in k[G ]is

equal to A.

Proposition 6. k[G ] is an H-sepamble extension of D.

Proof. For a representative x of an ^/-conjugate class of G, define

sx:k[G]^klG)RDk{G} by sx(a)=((l/r) S,-v^dMJsLvr1^
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and

tx:k[G]RDk[G]^>k[G] by tx(^iaiRbi)='Ziaidx-ivbi,

respectively. As (l/r)S,?#(g) {llhx)dxyil isin(k[G]RDk[G] f[G] and dx-w is in A, sx and f,

are two-sided &[G]-homomorphisms, respectively. If we notice that 2^(1/hx)dxy f1 dx-w

is contained in D, itis easily verified that £ sx°txis the identity map of k[G ] (g)Dk[G ],where

the sum is taken over all the in-conjugate classes of G. Therefore k[G ] RDk[G] is a two-

sided &[G]-direct summand of a direct sum of finite copies of k[G] and k[G] is an in-

separable extension of D.

Even if the characteristic of k divides the order of G, if the index of H in G is a unit in

&, k[G] is always a separable extesion of k[H] by Proposition 3.1 [4]. In this case, it hap-

pens that k[G] may or not be an //-separable extension of D. Let k be a field of

characteristic two. Take G=S3 the symmetric group of degree three and if=<(12)>. Then

G=H + (13)iJ+(23)if is a coset decomposition of G by H. Put *i = (12), *2=(13) + (23) and

> = (123) +(132). Then we have A =kl+kx1 + kx2+ky and D=k[Gf = D. The projection q

of A to C is given by tf(a)= (l/3)(l-a-l + (13)a(13) + (23)a(23)) for aeA. Then {g,*2-g,

j-g} and {l+y,x2, 1} form a projective base of A over C. Define maps s,-:̂ [G]-^^[G]

RDk[G](i=l,2,3) by s1(a)=(l/3)(l(g)l + (13)(g)(13) + (23)(8)(23))fl, s2(fl)=(l/3)

(lR*2+(13)R≪2(13) + (23)<8)JC2(23))flands3(fl)=(l/3)(l(8)j'+(13)<g)j'(13) + (23)(8)^(23))fl!,

respectively. Also define maps U k[G]RDk[G]^k[G](i=l,2,3) by ti(EaiRbi)='E

ai(l+y)bi, t2(ZaiRbi) = I,aiX2biand fe(Sfl,-R6,-)=Saf-6,-, respectively. Then Z?=1 s,-≫/f-is

the identity map of ^[ G ] Rz)&[G ] and ^[G ] is an if-separable extension of D. Next, take

G=S4 and if=<(13), (1234)>. Then the center C of k[G] is a local ring of dimension five

over k. On the other hand we can see easily that A is eight dimensional over k. Therefore A

is not C-projective and k[G] is not an if-separable extension of D.
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